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About This Game
The game is a simple but exciting arcade. You have to control the satellite, one of the few planets in the solar system.
Destroying enemies you get points, thereby to set n 5d3b920ae0
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https://youtu.be/26CcIXCkcSU 10/10 for not making a fuss when the world goes boom! My underwear was safe at all times.
This is a very simple, easy to play game. There's not a whole lot to this game so I'll try to give the pros and cons here. Pros: 1)
Great soundtrack and simple visuals. 2) Relaxing, casual gameplay that's not overly difficult. 3) Simple controls (Although kind
of awkward). Cons: 1) No progression (All enemy types start being spawned from the beginning) and no increase in difficulty 2)
Although some of the special abilities are cool, there doesn't seem to be a balance (One is practically useless, while others seem
to help you too much). Overall, for only a dollar, it's a good game for just sitting back and spending a few minutes just relaxing.
And trust me with that background music, you will definitely feel relaxed.. This game is interesting, when you discover it. But
15 minutes later, you realize you've seen all and progression doesn't feel good. It's very simple, probably it was designed for
mobile (only 2 direction keys) - however there is still use for pointer in that all "purple virus blobs" (additional points). There
are no highscores nor Steam leaderboard, nor achievements. It's not even relaxing. It's buggy - although notable, it's hard to
describe.. 10/10 for not making a fuss when the world goes boom! My underwear was safe at all times. This game doesnt seem
like much but its amazing and simple its easy to learn the controls and the game itself when playing this i was immersed and
really relaxed and for a dollar its worth it, its fun and addicting for such a simple game.. I have officially become the fourth
person the review this game, and it's amazing. It focuses on a simple mechanic of controlling the direction of a moon around a
planet to protect it from spacships and asteriods. One thing I wish this game had was a option to invert the right/left click for the
directions, as it would be much better for me to play the game. It reminds me of Bit Blaster XL, and it's definitely worth getting
for a dollar.. Really good slow soundtrack, also the simple graphics really helped. This would be one of my favorite games.
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